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The Stand Solid workout provided in this handbook will guide you to improved balance through simple, an
easy task to follow exercises.Now you can reclaim your independence and restore your self-confidence by
improving your coordination and regaining your sense of balance by using Exercises for Better Balance as
your guideline to freedom and mobility, while assisting you to lessen the risks of falls, improve your position,
and restore engine control, all while upping your strength and energy.As we age, our balance and
coordination begin to diminish, leading to a higher risk of falls. Actually, falls will be the leading reason behind
injury among People in america over age group 65.IMPROVE BALANCE WITH THE STAND STRONG
PROGRAMGood balance is essential. Recent scientific studies point to good balance as an indicator for
longevity.Exercises for Better Balance builds balance through resistance exercises, flexibility, and
cardiovascular activities that fit any schedule.Exercises for Better Balance includes:- A detailed overview of
how exercise can help improve balance- Crystal clear, informative pictures of safe, effective exercisesDetailed instructions on how to perform each motion- A complete fitness method of recovering balance- A
training log to monitor your progressFeaturing expert-approved fitness techniques, with options ranging
from resistance training to mobility actions, Exercises for Better Balance is the all-in-one resource for
anybody looking to stand strong and walk proud!
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Five Stars Superb book - should greatly help my balance problems. I am 60 years old and experience
anything I could do to avoid a fall and subsequently a fracture is worthwhile! Five Stars Nice book with
good pics and a fitness plan for each level of accomplishment Good Quality Excellent item, prompt shipping..
Another great exercise publication by William Smith!. Five Stars Informative Not Worth The Money Hardly
any pages on balance. If you are truly a beginner to the 'exercise world' or if you would like something to
do that is not actually challenging, then perchance you will be okay with this publication. It has great
exercises to improve your balance I purchased this book in regards to a month ago! Have got someone
there with you because you might need some help. It's useful for the young and old. Many thanks. If you
are a classic beginner to the 'exercise world' . This can help you. This book is wonderful !! Do not do it
whenever your alone ! I have had knee and hip replacements and my stability wasn't the very best after
the surgery's therefore i got this book and practiced nearly every day time.! It has great exercises to
boost your balance!
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